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the terms for a century-long debate over what it
means to make art in America.

Corn dissects the antagonism between
Alfred Stieglitz (and his followers), who
embraced a romantic “soil and spirit” idea of
art, and the “machine age” aesthetic imported
by Europeans influenced by futurism, cubism,
and Dada. To the latter, America was not a vast
country with a complex history but rather an
edgy, jazzy place (they rarely ventured outside
New York City) whose skyscrapers, bridges,
and bright lights were icons of modernity. The
author takes amused pleasure in the enthusi-
asms of the Europeans; especially acute is her
account of how the wealthy, Yale-educated
expatriate Murphy, with his precise, hard-
edged renderings of commercial products such
as safety razors, fountain pens, and watches,
fulfilled “French expectations of how a mod-
ern American was supposed to paint and act.” 

Ultimately, though, her sympathy lies with
those Americans—Demuth, O’Keeffe, and
Sheeler—who learned from the Europeans but
also got out from under their expectations to
create a way of seeing that was both modernist
and deeply rooted in the American experience.
“It is more difficult in America to work,”
Demuth wrote in 1921, then added, “perhaps
that will add a quality.” This book comes as
close as any to capturing that elusive quality.

—Martha Bayles

BRUCE CHATWIN:
A Biography.
By Nicholas Shakespeare. Doubleday.
618 pp. $35

As he neared death at age 48, British novel-
ist Bruce Chatwin (1940–1989) blamed his ill-
ness on, variously, a visit to a bat cave, a rotten
thousand-year-old egg he had eaten in China,
and a fungus previously reported only in a
handful of Asian peasants and “a killer whale
cast up on the shores of Arabia.” Chatwin was
really dying of AIDS, but mythologizing lay at
the heart of his life as well as his five novels.

Now Shakespeare, a novelist, reveals the
man behind the myths. Although Chatwin
burned piles of papers during his illness, the
biographer still had plenty to work with. Chat-
win’s widow offered access to family papers and
to restricted material at Oxford University.
Shakespeare also gathered interview tapes, let-
ters and diaries, and recollections from nearly
everyone who crossed paths with Chatwin.

The result is a comprehensive portrait of a
man so multifaceted that art critic Robert
Hughes called him not a person but a scrum.
By the time Chatwin published his first novel,
In Patagonia (1977), he was only in his thirties
and had already been a renowned art expert at
Sotheby’s, a journalist, and an archaeologist
whose pet theory was that settling down engen-
ders human aggression. 

His literary output was equally unclassifi-
able. Noting that Chatwin “made life difficult
for booksellers, but vastly more interesting to
readers,” Shakespeare calls his work “the most
glamorous example of a genre in which so-
called ‘travel writing’ began to embrace a wider
range: autobiography, philosophy, history,
belles lettres, romantic fiction.” The Songlines
(1987), the bestseller about a journey across
the Australian outback, was even up for a pres-
tigious travel-writing award until the author
reminded the judges it was a novel.

As Shakespeare explains, Chatwin’s life was
full of paradoxes. He carried on a not-so-secret
life as a gay man even as he shared a deep bond
with a wife of almost unearthly patience. He
was a middle-class boy from Birmingham who
grew up to have an address book in which
Jackie Onassis’s phone number appeared just
before an oryx herder’s. While idealizing
nomads’ ability to travel light, he spent a life-
time collecting beautiful objects. He traveled
the world despite a bad case of hypochondria,
toting a rucksack filled with pills. He was an
impossibly handsome charmer but a diffi-
cult—and frequent—houseguest who never
offered to do the dishes. Unlike With Chatwin:
Portrait of a Writer (1997), editor Susannah
Clapp’s slim memoir, this first-rate biography
shows Chatwin in all his complexity.

—Rebecca A. Clay

BLOOMSBURY AND FRANCE:
Art and Friends.
By Mary Ann Caws and Sarah Bird
Wright. Oxford Univ. Press. 430 pp. $35

Generations of artists have escaped the pres-
sure of conformity and the conventional pieties
of their time by going abroad, even if only
across the English Channel. The resulting
encounters have often brought unexpected
growth, cross-pollination, and a bountiful
alchemy in the exile’s later work. E. M. Forster
found freedom in Italy and India, Paul Bowles
his true voice in Tangier. From Ernest Hem-


